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On the cover is an image of which
M108 was taken by Dr. James Dire as
part of his review of Skytools 4. As he
mentions in the article, “Skytools 4
shows information for several faint
galaxies captured on my image and
even identifies a quasar (Q1108+0560)
that I captured. This is the first image I
have ever taken where I have identified
a quasar in the field. The faintest star
on my image is magnitude 20. Before I
obtained SkyTools 4, I was never able
to positively identify a star in any of my
images fainter than magnitude 19.”
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SKYTOOLS 4
IMAGING SOFTWARE

By Dr. James R. Dire

Image 1

With the proliferation of personal computers in the 1980s came
the development of astronomy software for use by both professional
and amateur astronomers. The first
ones I used were Voyager, by Carina
Software, and The Sky, by Software
Bisque.
Both started as desktop planetarium programs but evolved to

drive telescopes, and in the case of
The Sky, control cameras and focusers. After the invention of film
scanners and later digital cameras,
myriad software programs were developed for image processing. These
include such names as Photoshop,
Mira, MaximDL, PixInsight and
ImagesPlus.
Today the number of software

options for use on computers and
smart phones number too many to
name here. Which software to use
depends on the user’s objectives and
preferences.
I recently acquired a software
package from Skyhound called SkyTools 4 Professional version. The
package contained two programs:
SkyTools 4 Imaging software and
Astronomy TECHNOLOGY TODAY
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SKYTOOLS 4 IMAGING SOFTWARE
SkyTools 4 Visual software. In this
article, I review SkyTools 4 Imaging
software. I’ll cover the Visual software in a subsequent article. SkyTools is not a planetarium program.
Before I describe what it is, I’ll need
to provide a little background.
When I first started doing astronomy, I usually picked my targets from a celestial atlas like
Norton’s Star Atlas, Sky Atlas 2000,
or the Millennium Sky Atlas. Each
plots objects based on their brightness or size, but not necessarily
both. To get more detail about potential objects, I consulted books,
such as Burnham’s Celestial Handbook and Sky Catalogue 2000.0. I
would create my own target lists on
paper or in Microsoft Word or
Excel files. My observing notes, including details about objects I imaged, were recorded in bound
journals.
Fast forward to recent years, I
still keep target lists in Word or
Excel, but I haven’t opened a
printed celestial atlas or catalogue
in a long time. I typically create my
target lists using Voyager 4.5 planetarium software cataloging on my
own by location and season objects
to image.
When I stared doing CCD imaging in the early 2000s, I had no
clue what exposure times were required for various objects for different optical systems. It really was a
guessing game. Now that I have imaged hundreds of objects of all classifications, I can pretty much
estimate a new target’s needed exposure time based on a similar object I have already imaged.
Now this brings me back to
what SkyTools 4 Imaging software
really does! SkyTools Imaging is a

Image 4

software package to use for creating
observing lists for imaging, creating
optimal imaging sessions for any
clear night, archiving the results of
an imaging session, and myriad

other features to enhance the astrophotography experience. One of
the cool other features is that for
many targets, SkyTools can calculate the total amount of imaging
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Image 5

time required for a target based on
a desired signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and recommend the optimal
length for each subframe needed to
achieve the total recommended imaging time.
It will not control an imaging
camera. It can control an ASCOM
telescope to drive to targets, but
will not center a target onto the imaging chip.
For SkyTools to do its amazing
work, the user must enter an observing location with an estimate of
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the average sky darkness and
weather by monthly or annual averages. Next, the telescope and imaging camera must be selected. The
software has an extensive database
of commercial telescopes and imaging cameras to select. There is also
an option to include a focal reducer.
The software needs this information to calculate the best target
objects suited for the location, time
of year, and telescope system. If a
user has multiple telescopes, cameras and locations for imaging, each

combination can be set up in advance and selected from pull-down
menus throughout the program.
Image 1 shows the main screen
used in the software. Along the top
extending all the way from left to
right is a blue bar containing the
date/time/time zone, one of my imaging setups (GSO 8-inch RCT),
my imaging location (Peoria, Illinois), the type of imaging I do
(prime focus), and finally filter selection and binning. Since I use a
single-shot color camera, I do not
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Image 7

use filters and cannot do binning.
The broad graph below this region has time on the horizontal
axes. Regions are shaded to show
daylight, twilight and dark skies.
Lines plotted are color-coded to
show the Sun’s altitude, the Moon’s
altitude and optimal times for imaging any selected object. The software bases these optimal times on a
multitude of factors including the
object altitude, moon phase, and
distance from the Moon, among
others.
Immediately below the graphs
are pull down menus to select a target list, set weather conditions, set
moon separation constraints, and
desired SNR for a target object. The
next row is where parameters are set
for image specifics to help the software determine the best times to

image a specific object. The last row
under that (just above the table of
objects) gives further control over
the columns that appear in the table
of targets and ways to search for
specific targets, create custom target
lists, and to export or share the
same. Additional target lists can be
imported from Skyhound, including any created and uploaded by
other users!
Notice in Image 1, I am using
the Messier Target list and have
highlighted globular cluster M4 in
the list. In the graph above, the
dashed orange line shows when M4
rises, sets and transits. The times
around transit would be the optimal
time to image it, unless the Moon is
too bright or close. The Moon sets
early and the blue line showing the
best times to image tracks close to

the orange dashed line showing
M4’s altitude.
Image 2 shows the pull down
menu of target lists. These default
list come with the software. The list
called Skyhound is the software’s
best-recommended targets. Once a
list is chosen, right clicking the
computer mouse on an object in the
table brings up a menu of choices
for the object (Image 3). From this
menu the user can create an imaging project for the object, edit a
project, get more information on
the object, launch an exposure calculator for the object, view three
different types of charts with the
object centered, download a Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (DSS) image of
the object, delete it from the list,
copy it to another list, among myriad other things.
Astronomy TECHNOLOGY TODAY
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Image 8

I should note, there are other
ways in the software to access these
various features, most from other
pages. Very little can be accessed
from the pull down menus at the
top of the software. A target must
be selected somewhere to access
many of the software’s features.
From the popup menu, I selected the information window
(Image 4) for M4. As soon as this
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opens, the computer starts reading
the information contained in this
window and many of the subwindows that can be selected here.
There is a button to open computer
speech settings in the lower right
hand corner. Below that an Actions
button brings up a list of other
places to go, similar to the pull
down list shown in Image 3.
An exposure calculator window

for M4 for April 28 (the night I
made this screen shot) appears in
Image 5. I chose a SNR of 30 and
90 minutes total exposure time.
The software is telling me it is a
poor night to image M4 due to
weather (it knows it’s mostly cloudy
at my location tonight when M4 is
high enough to image) as indicated
by the exposure opportunities
graded D and F’s. I would prefer a
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Image 9

night with A’s and B’s. The graph
does show the optimal times to do a
90-minute image run. Some good
information on the target, specific
to my CCD camera, appears on the
window.
While SkyTools 4 is not necessarily a planetarium program, the
sky charts it contains have blown
me away! Image 6 shows the Interactive Atlas for the region around
M4. There are almost as many controls for the atlas as found in many
planetarium programs. These include setting field of view; star and
deep space object magnitude limits;
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date and time; coordinate system;
type of projection; what objects, labels and lines to display; among
various other settings. I was impressed with the detail contained in
the Interactive Atlas. Unlike The
SkyX, galaxy symbols show the orientation of galaxies and relative size
regardless of how much the atlas is
zoomed in or out.
When I take an astroimage, I
like to determine the faintest star I
captured. I have had trouble doing
that with the aforementioned planetarium programs because they do
not consistently plot all stars below

17th-18th magnitude and seldom
have accurate catalogued magnitudes for stars fainter than that. On
the SkyTools 4 Interactive Atlas, I
have found more stars fainter than
18th magnitude with detailed information available in the database.
An outline of the field of view
for my SBIG ST-2000XCM CCD
camera appears on the Interactive
Atlas chart (Image 7) centered on
an object I recently photographed,
M108. The large rectangle shows
the camera’s field of view. The
smaller rectangle is the field of view
for the camera’s built-in guide chip.

SKYTOOLS 4 IMAGING SOFTWARE

Image 10
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Image 11

I was expecting the software to
know the exact positioning for my
camera’s guide chip, but it didn’t. So
I adjusted the settings as if the
guide chip was external (i.e. like an
off-axis guider) and set the separation of the centers of the two chips
to 22 arcminutes (for my imaging
system). This put the projection of
the guide chip the correct distance.
The camera projection can be rotated. This is useful if there is not a
bright enough guide star in the field
of the guide chip to see where the
camera can be rotated to acquire a
good guide star.
Clicking on the camera view
button in the Interactive Atlas window opens up a more detailed cam-
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era view window (Image 8). This
view shows how the galaxy would
appear on my images, the stars I
should pick up, and in this case various faint galaxies.
Compare this view to my actual
image of M108 (Image 9). Note
how well the field of view (Image 8)
matches up to the actual image
(Image 9). Image 8 shows information for several faint galaxies captured on my image and even
identifies a quasar (Q1108+0560)
that I captured. This is the first
image I have ever taken where I
have identified a quasar in the field.
The faintest star on my image is
magnitude 20. Before I obtained
SkyTools 4, I was never able to pos-

itively identify a star in any of my
images fainter than magnitude 19.
I created an image project in
SkyTools 4 before shooting M108
(Image 10). To create the image
projected, I just right clicked the
computer mouse on M108 in the
Messier target list and selected
“Create New Imaging Project.”
This brought me to the Basic Properties tab for this project. I selected
all of the parameters seen in Image
10. I already knew the composition
that I was going to get (Image 8), so
I skipped the Composition and
Tiles tab and went to the Exposure
Goals and Filters tab (Image 11). In
this tab, I set the desired SNR and
image quality. Next I selected no fil-
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Image 12

ter, since I was shooting with a single shot color CCD camera. The filter window estimated 2.9 hours to
capture the object.
After completing my M108
project, I return to the project window and in the observations tab entered the information from my two
nights of imaging (Image 12). The
first night I took 12 five-minute images and the second night I took 12
ten-minute images. This gave me a
total of three hours, which was perfect for my location and imaging
system. Since the software predicted
2.9 hours and I completed and entered 3 hours of imaging, SkyTools
4 rendered the project complete.
SkyTools can also schedule fu-

ture imaging projects in the scheduling window (Image 13). I created
an imaging project for the Andromeda Galaxy, M31, with my 5.2 inch
Apo. Then, I scheduled it for the
night of September 16/17, 2020.
Since there is no moon out on this
night, the blue line in the plot,
whose height is related to better
times for imaging the object, tracks
very closely to the altitude line for
M31, the dashed orange line. The
multicolored bar below the time
axis is color coded to display good
or not so good times to image this
object.
I right clicked the mouse on
M31 in the project list to add this
target to the schedule window. The

best imaging times for the required
three-hour exposure appeared on
the schedule on the right side of
Image 13. Note the software picked
the best times during the night to
perform this project. At the same
time the schedule appeared, a second, colored bar appeared under
the graph’s timeline. This bar graphically shows the scheduled times for
the project. The software had a little trouble in the scheduler interpreting that I do not use a filter
with this camera, but that’s trivial.
The last thing I want to mention about SkyTools 4 is the documentation. SkyTools 3 had a great
downloadable PDF manual. At the
time of this writing, there was no
Astronomy TECHNOLOGY TODAY
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Image 13

manual for SkyTools 4, but reading
the SkyTools 3 manual is still useful.
SkyTools 4 does have an exhaustive
built-in help function that is indexed.
It is found under the main Help
menu. This help feature is better used
for reference than a tutorial.
In lieu of creating a manual for
SkyTools 4, Skyhound decided to
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make tutorial videos. To get to the
videos, select “Tutorials” under the
main Help menu. Doing such will
launch your default web browser and
load Skyhound’s YouTube page
where all the videos reside. The
videos are fantastic and well done. I
recommend watching them simultaneously while exploring the software

package.
SkyTools 4 Imaging is a great
stand-alone program for anyone
delving into astrophotography.
If you’re like me and already own an
arsenal of astronomy software,
you’ll still find many uses for
SkyTools 4 not found in other
software packages.

